Administrative Stuff

- reading: up to ch 4
- Canvas. Zoom links, recordings visible now?
- Lab today
Administrative: Lab and Mimir

- Online IDE
- Looks promising
- Recently acquired by HackerRank
- Why?
  - We’re not on campus. Difficult to fix sysadmin type problems
  - Access to all of the important tools
  - Opportunity to get some command-line experience
- Integrates with Canvas
- We’ll give it a try
Last Time

- variables. must include type
- for loop
- some operators: += -= *= /= %= ++ --
- nested loops
- scope
- constants. use the final keyword
- why to use names in your program as often as possible
- functions with parameters, returns
- type casting
- classes, objects
Today

- more on String
- Scanner
- more on loops